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President’s Message
By Jeremy Abernathy, Esq.
President, Family Law Section, 2018 - 2019
One key to success is to have a strong start. The 2018-2019 Family
law section is off to a blazing start thanks to our speakers, members,
sponsors and officers. This year, the Honorable Robert Flournoy III
and the Honorable Robert Leonard of Cobb County Superior Court,
have presented to the section. Additionally, the July meeting will
be a joint meeting with the Probate and Elder section. Attorney
Ophelia Chan will educate attendees about the implications of the
Wertzer case, 330 Ga. App. 294. Our presenters have provided a
wealth of information for us at the monthly meetings.
Additionally, the members of the family law section contribute a
great deal to the section’s success by their regular attendance.
The involvement of the members at the monthly meetings fosters
a learning environment wherein there is dialogue between the
presenters and attendees. If there are other family law attorneys
that currently do not attend, please encourage them to begin
attending the monthly meetings so that we can continue to learn
from our presenters and each other.

Last, but certainly not least, the family law section is only as good
as its leadership. I am blessed to have as officers the following very
talented individuals: Ms. Karine Burney, serving as Vice President,
Ms. Melanie Brubaker, serving as Treasurer and Ms. Traci Weiss,
serving as Secretary. Their hard work and commitment are the
backbone of our section’s success.
We are off to a great start this year, but let’s finish stronger!

Jeremy J. Abernathy is a partner at Abernathy
Ditzel, LLC. in Marietta, Georgia. Jeremy was
recognized by Georgia Trend as a Legal Elite
attorney in 2013, and he was named a Super
Lawyer in the area of family law in 2015, 2016
and 2017. Jeremy also serves as Senior pastor
of Noonday Missionary Baptist Church in
Marietta, Georgia, and he is the Governance
Chair for MUST ministries, a non-profit in Cobb County. Jeremy and his
wife, Tiffany, have three (3) daughters and they live in the Marietta,
Georgia community.

Also, the family law section owes a great deal of gratitude to our
gracious sponsors which include: IAG Forensics, The Holder Group,
Gibbon Financial Consulting, Censeo Advisors, Morgan Stanley,
White Elm Group and BCG Financial Forensics and Southern
Dynamic Investigations. Without their continued financial support,
the section could not be sustained.
The Cobb Family Law Quarterly
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Insight from the Bench – an
Interview with Judge Mary Staley
Clark
By Nancy N. Ghertner, Esq.

R

ecently, I had the privilege
of interviewing Judge
Mary Staley Clark, a wellrespected Cobb County Superior
Court judge.
Judge Staley Clark graduated
cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts
degree from the State University
of West Georgia, thereafter
earning her Juris Doctor from the
University of Georgia School of
Law. After graduating from law
school, Judge Staley Clark served
as an Assistant District Attorney
for the Cobb Judicial Circuit and from there, went on to be elected
Cobb County Magistrate Judge, State Court Judge, Division I, and
Superior Court Judge. Judge Staley Clark also serves as the presiding
judge for the Cobb County Mental Health Court.
Judge Staley Clark is actively involved in many civic and professional
organizations. She was awarded the Cobb County Chamber of
Commerce Distinguished Woman award in 2015, one of many
recognitions she has received. She has served as president of the
Kiwanis Club of Marietta and as president of the Council of Superior
Court Judges from 2014 to 2015.
She graciously found time to sit down with me for this interview.

What would you like our readers to know about the
Mental Health Court?
The program is four years old with good peer reviews; it is considered
one of the best such programs in Georgia. The participants in the
program have severe, persistent mental disorders, often with cooccurring addiction issues. Before being approved for the program,
each candidate must volunteer to commit to this very rigorous
two-year program, which requires drug testing two or three times
a week, proper medication compliance, insistence upon sobriety
and proper therapeutic interventions, as well as stable housing. The
program also requires the participants to be employed or to be in
school. Currently, sixty-five percent of the participants are employed,
a figure that Judge Staley Clark was proud to cite. Participants are
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initially referred based on their commission of a felony, those cases
that are not appropriate for the County Drug Court. Their admission
to the program is usually contingent upon their victim’s consent to
their participation; however, if any candidates are deemed to pose a
danger to the public safety, the County’s number one priority, then
they are rejected for the program and are either put on probation
or must report for their jail sentence. Judge Staley Clark finds the
change she has seen in the participants to be remarkable and
very uplifting.

What advice do you have for family law attorneys to
better resolve discovery disputes?
Judge Staley Clark finds that most of the time it’s not the lawyers that
create these disputes, but the litigants themselves; that the litigants
are not providing their lawyers with the requested documents or
they present them thrown haphazardly into a box, expecting the
lawyer and office staff to put them into the proper order. Generally,
she doesn’t see a lot of bad lawyer behavior with these disputes
being due to the clients going through divorce or modification
and they don’t want the other side to know their business. The
Judge believes that some of these litigants are just being stubborn,
putting the lawyer in the position to say to the client, “you’re going
to have to do this yourself or you’re going to have to pay for it”. The
Judge also advises attorneys to consider the value of the case, if the
parties have the money for this discovery dispute, and how much
of what is to be discovered will affect the case. If there is a lot of
money involved and you’ve got the vulnerable client, then you’re
going to have to persist. But parties must keep in mind that, if a
person doesn’t reveal what they have, it can be used against them.
The Judge points out that, if a party doesn’t provide bank records which, of course, can be subpoenaed through third party requests
- and if the paper trail supports the unwillingness of the other side,
she will make that recalcitrant party pay for it. Of course, the big
problem is if you go through all that, and there’s really nothing in the
bank, she’ll going to have to think twice about whom she’s going
to make pay. Judge Staley Clark finds this to be part what we all do
as lawyers - the cost benefit analysis - are you are going to get the
benefit of what you want for your client by expending money and
effort? She views the practice of law as an art, not a science with
lawyers being creative, very artful people.

When there is joint physical custody and the parties’
incomes are vastly different, what do you look for in
awarding child support to the party with less income?
Judge Staley Clark says she just follows the guidelines and that pretty
much dictates it. The Judge believes that “joint custody” doesn’t
mean the children are in both homes the same amount of time. She
has rarely seen true joint custody, something she’s not a big fan of,
preferring one parent to be the primary physical custodian so that
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the children clearly have a home. However, she states that if parties
agree, even though she may not prefer it, it’s not her family; that, if
two people agree and they’ve got lawyers and the vulnerable party
is protected, even though she might say it’s a bad idea, she wouldn’t
stop it. But if the issue comes to her, she’s not doing all these “fancy
dancy” things for people who can’t agree on the basic issues; that’s
not healthy. Often she finds it’s a continuation of a power struggle
and she’s not going to champion the vulnerable party. Her primary
concern is for the children involved so states she will consider the
parties’ proposal. Her experience has shown her that when there’s
too much visitation in one home, the children didn’t do as well in
school, adding that the children do need to have a place where
they have their possessions, their friends, their pets, but still need to
spend good quality time with the other parent.

When there’s a contested custody case and there’s
a GAL, some judges always follow the GAL’s
recommendation. Where are you on that spectrum?
“I don’t always follow a guardian’s recommendation and I know of
a handful of cases where I either haven’t followed it or I’ve tweaked
it”. The Judge recalled a case before her recently where all the expert
witnesses had said the son should spend more time with the father
even after the father’s conviction for of molesting the son’s half-sister.
The father requested unsupervised visitation after serving 12 months
of his sentence for the molestation. The GAL’s recommendation of
unsupervised visitation was based solely on experts’ testimony and
Judge Staley Clark disagreed, thinking more of the daughter who
had been molested than of the man’s relationship with his son. She
looked at the family holistically, concluding that, while it might be
fine for the boy, it would clearly not be healthy for the entirety of
the family and certainly not for the girl. Most of the time, the Judge
accepts or merely modifies the recommendations of the GALs. She
finds that most have been good recommendations, acknowledging
that she hasn’t been the one who talked to all the witnesses, seen
the children interact with their parents, sat down with the child face
to face. The Judge recognizes that all the work, the development of
thought, and the quality of guardians should make acceptance of a
GAL’s recommendation almost be a default, but she reminds us that
she is still the one who must determine what is best for this child,
for all this family, and all those involved dealing with this very
difficult problem.

How often do you order Late Case Evaluations?
Under what circumstances, do you order them?
Judge Staley Clark does order Late Case Evaluations, especially
when the parties make that request of her, pointing out that she is
not inclined to spend other people’s money. If she finds that the case
looks old and like it’s going to need a jury trial, she will consider a
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Late Case Evaluation or ask the parties for another mediation before
they proceed to trial. She might remind the party who’s demanding
a jury trial to be aware that if they’re not successful, they might be
paying the other side’s attorney fees for putting them to that bother.
“It’s expensive; people need reality checks”.

Do you have any “pet peeves” for lawyers?
The answer to this question is best stated in Judge Staley’s own
words, “I like lawyers. I am one. I am a lawyer before I am a judge.
My husband was a lawyer and my niece is a lawyer and I like us. So I
am not that super demanding person. I like courtesy and when I fail
to see it, then I’m concerned and ask myself if something is going
wrong in that person’s life? We’re human beings. We have that day
when we have the biggest fight with our spouse or whomever or
our child disappoints us or somebody’s done road rage on us. We all
have that. That can be demanding on us as lawyers. When something
major is going on, let me know, let my staff know. Help us help you.
Lack of courtesy is inexcusable in my mind. We are civilized people in
a civilized profession and if you don’t act such, then why would you
expect such? So I would say lack of civility. I don’t see it that often. I
know it goes on. I know depositions are nasty, although sometimes I
think they need to be that way. But I think in court particularly there
should be civility. I think in correspondence there should be civility
and when I see ugly stuff from lawyers, I think good grief, drink some
coffee, whatever”.

Anything else you would like our readers to know about
you before they come into your courtroom?
Judge Staley reminds those of us appearing in her courtroom to
be on time and to be prepared but she finds it is the exception
when that does not occur. If a lawyer needs a pretrial hearing or
conference in chambers with her where she could honestly give
some guidance to help resolve the case, she is available. But, she
states, be sure not to ask for it simply to bully the other side. She’s
not going to go along with that, stating unequivocally that her
office is not a place for one party to try to bully the other in front
of her. She’s not that person. But if the parties say to her, “we think
this can settle, we’ve been talking, we think our clients need a reality
check. Would you consider giving them that in the courtroom and
our having a conversation along those lines?”, she states that she’s
always available, happy, willing and able to do that.
Atlanta area attorney Nancy N. Ghertner has
practiced family law in metro Atlanta for over 30
years. You can reach Nancy at 770-980-9096 or via
email at nancy@nancyghertner.com.
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The Value of Control
by Adrian R. Loud, Sr., CPA, ABV, CFF, CVA, ASA

I. Way Back When

L

ike many business school students who avoid majoring in
marketing because they think the subject is too ambiguous
and also avoid majoring in accounting because on the contrary
- it’s not ambiguous enough, I chose finance as a happy medium
and eventually, the business valuation discipline. My first fulltime position out of college was working for a business valuation
professional, who still manages a successful practice in Atlanta. I
knew very little about valuing a business, so my training included
on-the-job experience as well as nightly reading of, “Valuing a
Business” by Shannon Pratt, Robert Reilly, and Bob Schweihs. At the
time, the book was nearly 1,000 pages (more recent editions have
eclipsed that mark) and was the most comprehensive treatise on
business valuation. The book addressed a number of conceptual and
technical issues, and included a lengthy chapter devoted to minority
interest discounts and control premiums for equity interests (e.g.,
common stock, partnership interests, membership interests, etc.)
in closely-held businesses. “Control premiums” were defined as, “an
amount or a percentage by which the pro rata value of a controlling
interest exceeds the pro rata value of a noncontrolling interest in a
business enterprise, to reflect the power of control,” 1while, “control”
was defined as, “the power to direct the management and policies
of a business enterprise.”2
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There were many factors to be considered in ascribing a premium
for control or discount for lack of control, the most important of
which were the (1) size of the ownership block being valued relative
to other blocks of stock and (2) methodology used to estimate the
value of the business. Nevertheless, one simple message resonated
in early practice…control = good, lack of control = bad! There was
even a nice pictorial (see below) to drive home this point with
premiums and discounts applied to navigate the appropriate level of
value. Empirical support for quantifying control premiums and their
inverses, discounts for lack of control, was deficient back then and
hasn’t improved much since. Nevertheless, when valuing a greater
than 50.0 percent equity interest in a closely-held company, whether
for tax compliance, marital dissolution, transaction advisory, or
any other purpose, the general consensus was the interest was a
controlling one, deserving of either an implicit or explicit (but not
both) premium.
[1] International Glossary of Business Valuation Terms.
[2]

Ibid.

[3] Cravens v. Welch, 10 Fed. Supp. 94 (1935).

II. The Recession

While business valuations in a family law setting are subject to case
and statutory law, financial reporting valuations (e.g., acquisition
method analyses, goodwill impairment studies, complex capital
structure allocations, etc.) ultimately fall under the purview of the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Large companies
were very acquisitive
The particular chapter
prior to 2007, buying-up
in Valuing a Business
and recording sizable
listed
many
control
intangible assets on
prerogatives, such as
their balance sheets.
the abilities to appoint
However, during the
management,
make
Great Recession, these
acquisitions, declare and
companies
faced
pay dividends, liquidate
significant impairment
assets, dictate operating
write-offs and hits to
policy, etc. Conversely,
earnings unless they
ownership
interests
could justify stable stock
lacking control could
values. One of the ways
likely do none of these
companies attempted
things. One of the quotes
to satiate shareholders
cited in the chapter read,
by avoiding impairment
“Minority stock interests Chart created by Mercer Capital
charges was to apply
(http://mercercapital.com/article/level-of-value-why-estate-planners-should-understand/).
in a ‘closed’ corporation
significant,
often
are usually worth much
meritless,
control
less than the proportionate share of the assets to which they attach.”3
premiums. The SEC became wise to this practice, stating, “Whether
the [valuation] analysis is quantitative, qualitative or some
combination thereof, the SEC staff expects objective evidence
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to support the judgments that the implied control premium is
reasonable.”4 Furthermore, “The use of a ‘rule of thumb’ to support
the implied control premium would not provide sufficient evidence.
The SEC staff also expects the amount of documentation supporting
the implied control premium to increase as the control premium
increases.”5 The SEC’s crackdown on ambiguous control premiums
in favor of more substantive valuation adjustments typified a
movement by government agencies, including the Department
of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service, to refute unsupported
control premiums. And with that, the days of slapping-on a 20.0
percent to 30.0 percent bump in value were gone (hopefully)
[4]

Remarks before the 2008 AICPA National Conference on Current SEC and PCAOB
Developments by Robert G. Fox III, Professional Accounting Fellow, Office of the
Chief Accountant U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

[5]

Ibid.

III. Prevailing Wisdom
On September 6, 2017, The Appraisal Foundation published,
“Valuations in Financial Reporting Valuation Advisory 3: The
Measurement and Application of Market Participant Acquisition
Premiums” (“MPAP”). The purpose of the document (“VFR Valuation
Advisory #3”) is to provide best practices support for preparing
fair value measurements; however, it has been well-received by
the valuation community as guidance for applying and estimating
control premiums in other standards of value, such as, “fair market
value,” as commonly used in Georgia family law matters.
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premise that public companies are typically run at or near their full
operational and financial potential. Therefore, there may be little or
no difference between publicly-traded, minority interest prices and
control values.
The VFR Valuation Advisory #3 further suggests the prerogatives of
control alone have no inherent value; rather, it is what a buyer could
and would do with the prerogatives to increase economic benefit
and/or reduce operational risk that determines the existence and
magnitude of a control premium. The probability of exercising
rights to enhance economic benefit and/or reduce operational
risk must also be considered; it does not matter what a third-party
buyer would do if a specific buyer has no intention of properly
deploying the prerogatives of control. Means of enhancing cash
flow include, among others: generating superior revenue growth,
increasing margins, developing working capital efficiencies, and
creating capital expenditure efficiencies. It is important to assess the
reasonableness of the assumed economic benefits in the context
of the characteristics of the subject company and the industry
in which it operates. Such considerations include, among many
others: (i) acquisition activity in the industry, (ii) stage in company
life cycle, (iii) market participants types (strategic, financial, other),
(iv) size of market participants relative to subject company, (v)
(hypothetical) transaction structure, (vi) capital structure of subject
entity, (vii) management objectives, (viii) quality of management,
(ix) regulatory factors, and (x) corporate governance.
Similarly, means of lowering the required rate of return (i.e., the
discount rate or cost of capital) include, among others: optimizing
the subject company’s capital structure, expanding company size
and
diversification
benefits,
reducing
operating
risk,
and
making improvements
to investment strategy.
However,
assuming
economic benefits of
control exist and can
be monetized, it is still
imprudent to assume
a buyer will pay a seller
for 100 percent of the
benefits. To do so would
give all of the upside to
the seller and eliminate
the benefits to the buyer.

Among many important
assertions, VFR Valuation
Advisory #3 suggests
indicated
values
of
businesses or reporting
units (e.g., subsidiaries)
in businesses, based
on public company
comparisons (previously
thought to represent a
noncontrolling level of
value), may already reflect
prerogatives of control as
evidenced by one of the
aforementioned quotes
from Valuing a Business).
The concept that public
The
VFR
Valuation
company
pricing
is Chart created by Mercer Capital
Advisory #3 methodically
indicative of control is (http://mercercapital.com/article/level-of-value-why-estate-planners-should-understand/).
makes the argument
based on a relatively
that size of a block of
inactive merger and
stock or any other form of business ownership interest does not
acquisitions market for public companies from year-to-year and the
alone dictate application of a control premium (or discount for
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lack of control). Rather, the ability and willingness to increase cash
flows and/or reduce risk are what drive the magnitude of control
premiums. Furthermore, the premium should preferably be
qualified and quantified, based on rational improvements in cash
flows and the discount rate, rather than arbitrarily assigned as a
percentage increase to equity value. The graphic below is a new,
improved, and more accurate version of the one above, where “FCP”
indicates financial control premium and “MID” indicates minority
interest discount.

IV. Application in Family Law Setting
Case law addressing control premiums is abundant, particularly in
the areas of tax and employee stock ownership plans. Conversely,
control premium case law is not robust for family law matters. It
is prudent to rationalize all adjustments to equity value, not just
control premiums. However, control premiums in a family law, fair
market value context pose a challenge; incremental value due to
control premiums is dependent on both an ability and willingness
to effect changes to a company’s economic benefits and/or risk
profile. It may be difficult to presuppose what a hypothetical
buyer can and will do, and how prospective actions would differ
from current management initiatives, particularly if one of the
spouses is an owner or key employee of the subject company. Yet,
just as the valuation community will eventually vacate arbitrary
percentage allocations of personal goodwill in favor of more factsand circumstances-based analyses, so too must control premiums
be assessed via cash flow and cost of capital analyses rather than
“winging-it” with unfounded percentages.

Adrian R. Loud is the founder and a Managing
Director of Censeo Advisors, LLC, a professional
services firm, dedicated to delivering proven
business valuation, financial advisory, and forensic
analysis services. Adrian’s professional experience
includes valuation and advisory services for a
variety of engagements, including transaction
advisory, financial reporting, litigation support,
and tax planning and compliance. Adrian
graduated from Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia with a Bachelor
of Business Administration, concentrating in finance. He is a Certified
Public Accountant (“CPA”), Accredited in Business Valuation (“ABV”),
Certified in Financial Forensics (“CFF”), a Certified Valuation Analyst
(“CVA”), and an Accredited Senior Appraiser (“ASA”). Adrian has served
in several valuation-related trade organization leadership roles and
regularly speaks about valuation and litigation support topics at local,
regional, and national events.
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Guardian Guidance

Article 1 - Communicating with a Guardian ad Litem
by Brandy Daswani, Esq.

T

his article is the beginning of a series of articles regarding
Guardians ad Litem and their unique role in a custody case.
There are many gray areas regarding the role of Guardians ad
Litem and how attorneys should engage with a Guardian during a
case. Many attorneys have not had the opportunity to experience
being a Guardian ad Litem and are often unaware of the process
and the best ways to utilize and communicate with a Guardian.
This article will focus on how an attorney should initiate the first
conversation with the Guardian.
If at all possible, the Guardian ad Litem should be contacted in
advance of an appointment to see if he or she is able to accept a
case. An attorney can waste valuable time and expense by agreeing
to an appointment of a specific Guardian only to find out later that
the Guardian is unable to take the case and/or there is a conflict. For
example, I rarely take cases in the same schools where my children
attend as I am protective of my children and believe a mother’s job,
to the extent possible, should not interfere with my children’s lives. I
prefer to go to my children’s school events without worrying about
other parents’ custody disputes being played out in front of me and
our children.
The Guardians ad Litem will typically set the stage for communication
and the preferred procedures early in the case. Most Guardians will
send a questionnaire to litigants requesting information about the
case prior to an initial meeting with the litigants. There is no “correct”
way to approach a Guardian ad Litem. However, the one “wrong”
avenue is to have no communication at all with the Guardian ad
Litem. Once the Guardian is appointed, it is important to schedule
a time to discuss the background of the case from your client’s
perspective with the Guardian. Advocacy for your client should start
right away. It is important to determine the Guardian’s preference
for communication - telephone, email, correspondence, etc. Every
Guardian structures his or her investigation differently and may
prefer one method over another for communication. At a minimum,
a simple telephone call from counsel saying here I am, here is what
we believe the case is about, and here is what we are asking for, goes
a long way.
Once the Guardian is appointed, attorneys may not know that the
Guardian is not aware of relevant background in a case. Most times,
Guardians are not apprised of each situation and it is important for an
attorney to consult with them and give critical information relevant
to the case. This is an opportunity for an attorney to advocate for
his/her client. For example, should the Guardian be on the lookout
for poor parenting, alienation, relocation issues, or is this an election
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of an older child? Giving the Guardian pertinent information in the
beginning saves time and expense so that the Guardian may focus
on the nuances of the investigation without having to guess what
the issues may be. The Guardian can be armed with information
from both sides prior to the first meeting with the parties and utilize
that information during the meeting. In this way, the Guardian has
time to evaluate concerns early into his or her investigation and be
on the lookout for specific issues.
If you are having issues with a Guardian who is not returning your calls
or responding to your requests to discuss a case, it is my suggestion
that you address the pertinent issues in the case in writing. This
provides a record for your client and the court that the Guardian
has been informed of allegations or issues regardless of their
response, or lack thereof, to your communications. Some Guardians
are more comfortable speaking with attorneys than others. If you
encounter a Guardian who will not talk to you, it is suggested that
you build a record showing your attempts to communicate with the
Guardian and pointing out the issues you would like the Guardian
to investigate.
There are many other effective ways to communicate the concerns
of your client to the Guardian ad Litem. The best practice includes
providing the Guardian ad Litem with a notebook and timeline of
events at the beginning of a case. In our next article, we will go
through what information the Guardian notebook should include
and why.

Brandy Daswani focuses her practice on family
law cases and serves as a Guardian ad Litem. Mrs.
Daswani received her Juris Doctorate degree from
Georgia State University College of Law. She has
been listed in 2017 and 2018 as a Georgia Super
Lawyer and was also listed as a Georgia Rising Star
from 2013 through 2016. She was named one of
Georgia’s Legal Elite in 2016. She is a member of
the American Bar Association, Atlanta and Cobb
Bar Associations, and the Lawyers Club. Her practice primarily focuses
on Guardian ad Litem cases.
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Secretary’s Synopsis
By Traci A. Weiss, Esq

APRIL 18, 2018
As the first meeting following our annual elections, this meeting
began with the introductions of the new officers of the Cobb County
Bar Association’s Family Law Section for 2018-2019, including
Jeremy Abernathy as President, Karine Burney as Vice President,
Melanie Brubaker as Treasurer, and myself as Secretary.
For this meeting, our guest speaker was Lieutenant Rick Petry from
Cobb County Sheriff’s Department. Lieutenant Petry spoke about
recent and upcoming changes regarding court security, and this
presentation served as a mandatory training for attorneys to be able
to keep their Cobb County Judicial Access Cards active after June
1, 2018. These access cards are a privilege which afford attorneys
unscreened access to the Judicial Complex. He noted that any
such access card may be recalled at any time, and how important
it is that anyone who has been granted such an access card never
share it with anyone else, and always be careful to make sure that
the door/gate that the access card gets you entrance to closes fully
behind you before the next person may enter with their access
card. If your access card is ever lost, immediately call and report it
Jennifer Prescott at the Cobb County Sheriff’s Department at (770)
499-4607, so that lost card can be deactivated for safety, and a
report can be completed so a replacement card may be issued. In
addition, for any litigation that involves any form of weapon that
is evidence for a hearing, such evidence must be approved by the
Sheriff’s Department before it may be brought into the Judicial
Complex. Non-lawyers will no longer be eligible for access cards, in
the interest of increasing security. After a brief question and answer
period, the meeting adjourned.

MAY 23, 2018
Our guest speaker for our May monthly meeting was the Honorable
Robert E. Flournoy, III. Judge Flournoy has served as a Cobb County
Superior Court Judge since July 2000, when he was appointed by
Governor Roy Barnes to fill the Ninth Superior Court Judgeship.
He has since been elected to retain that position four times.
Before taking the bench, he had worked in private practice in his
home town of Marietta for 20 years, with his practice including
general, civil and criminal trial and appellate practice in all courts,
with a concentration in family law matters. He earned both his
undergraduate and law degrees from the University of Georgia in
1974 and 1979, respectively.
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Judge Flournoy spoke on a variety of issues including attorney’s
fees in domestic relations cases, tort claims arising during divorce
actions, and jury trials for divorces. With this meeting occurring
while many of our members were en route to this year’s Family
Law Institute, this turned into more of a small group discussion and
question and answer period with Judge Flournoy, after which the
meeting adjourned.

JUNE 20, 2018
For our June meeting, the Honorable Judge Robert D. Leonard
was our guest speaker. Judge Leonard was appointed by Governor
Nathan Deal to serve as a Cobb County Superior Court Judge in
November 2012, and was elected to retain that position in 2014.
Before that, he had been appointed as a Judge in the State Court
of Cobb County by Governor Sonny Purdue in 2010. Prior to taking
the bench, his Marietta law practice involved criminal law and civil
litigation. He earned both his undergraduate and law degrees from
the University of Kentucky.
Judge Leonard discussed various issues regarding the Cobb County
Superior Court and the Judicial Complex, including the 4th floor
being built out for Senior Judges, two openings for new Juvenile
Court Judges, the impending relocation of the law library, and that
the Court is currently taking bids for a case management system. He
also spoke about the necessity for judges to be able to keep parties
to their time announcements so their hearings may be scheduled
with realistic estimates and completed at one time, rather than
the proceedings becoming disjointed if a hearing begins at one
time and ends up having to conclude some time later. In addition,
Judge Leonard explained that the number of jury weeks have been
reduced by about 40%, which makes scheduling difficult when
parties demand juries in domestic cases. His office is willing to
specially set trials, but when a block of time has been set aside for a
trial, it can be disruptive to the Court’s calendar and ability to make
productive use of the Court’s time when cases settle at the eve
of trial with no opportunity to make that Court time available for
another case short of putting people on call, which he understands
is something most people would not like. As such, he appreciates
for parties use their best efforts to settle cases as early as possible.
Judge Leonard also tries to honor all Leaves of Absence, and will
allow Motions for Judgment on the Pleadings in cases where both
parties are represented by counsel.
In addition, Judge Leonard explained that there is a statutory
requirement for all counties in Georgia to move to mandatory
e-filing by no later than January 2019. Depending on technology
issues, that may occur in Cobb County sooner, if possible. As of
now, the Judges do not automatically get copies of Motions filed
with the Clerk, so he explained that in order for him to be able to
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consider and possibly rule on a motion, it is important to send a
courtesy copy to the Judge. “Help us help you!” He also reminded
everyone that the Excel spreadsheets for Child Support Worksheets
will no longer be permitted beginning September 1, 2018. He
further explained that if you release your Child Support Worksheet
to the Court through the online system, it would be helpful for that
to be submitted by the start of any hearing, and for attorneys to
inform him at the start of trial that it has been submitted online, so
he knows to access it.
While he does not see potential for the establishment of a separate
family division in Cobb County Superior Court (such as the system in
Fulton County), he is open to and interested in the idea of possibly
requiring late case evaluations in certain cases prior to trial. Karine
Burney and Bruce Steinfeld will be providing Judge Leonard with
additional information about late case evaluations, for him to share
with the other Cobb County Superior Court Judges.
After some additional discussion and answering of questions, the
meeting adjourned.

JULY 18, 2018
Our July meeting was a joint meeting with the CCBA Probate and
Elder Law Section.
The meeting began with a brief “Sponsor Spotlight” presentation
by Lisa N. Lubar, a Financial Advisor/CDFA with MorganStanley. Ms.
Lubar’s career in financial services began in 1988 as a commercial
lender and private banker with SunTrust Banks working with
executives and business owners, and in 1997, she began working
as a financial advisor with SmithBarney, where she joined the
management team in 2000, and she eventually served as a regional
manager for Wachovia Securities in Atlanta.
Ms. Lubar spoke about helping people to identify the right kinds
of financial solutions and wealth management options for clients
experiencing divorce. Having been inspired by a story told at
meeting she had attended at a Family Law Institute in which the
parties had taken what she considered a scary, negative approach
to financial planning, she determined to help people to do the exact
opposite. Her presentation focused on three main areas of interest
including social security, life insurance, and college funding/529
college savings plans. She explained that marriages of at least ten
years provide an opportunity for some spouses to possibly draw
on the other spouse’s social security when they reach the age of
62 years. While some people may choose to liquidate cash value
of a life insurance policy, she discussed how people must be aware
of the potential negative tax consequences that may arise, and of
changes in long term care policies that may offer better options.
In addition, Ms. Lubar stated that 529 college savings plans are
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different than custodial accounts, and in cases where a party does
not trust the other party to manage such an account in the best
interest of the child(ren), such accounts may actually be divided
into two separate accounts so each party can manage a part of it
after divorce.
Tara Riddle, President of the CCBA Probate and Elder Law Section,
then introduced the guest speaker for this meeting, Ophelia Wai Yan
Chan of Chan Law Firm, LLC. Ms. Chan’s firm specializes in probate
litigation, estate administration, estate planning, elder law and trust
litigation in Cobb County and surrounding areas. Prior to opening
her own firm, Ms. Chan served as the Cobb County Probate Court
staff attorney, and as Chief Clerk of the Probate Court. She earned
her undergraduate degree at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, and her JD from the Georgia State University College
of Law.
Ms. Chan’s presentation was about her work on behalf of a father
in the case of In re Estate of Sierra Leigh Wertzer, 765 S.E.2d 425,
330 Ga.App. 294 (2014), which case has already involved three
separate opinions by the Georgia Court of Appeals (published
and unpublished), and with a fourth opinion still anticipated. The
main issue in the appeal involved whether the probate court had
the authority to enter an order establishing a visitation schedule
for Sierra, an incapacitated adult, with her father, over her mother’s
objection when the mother was serving as Sierra’s guardian and
conservator. Ms. Chan described Sierra as a Level 4, non-verbal child
with autism, but with no physical limitations. Between the time of
the parents’ divorce in 2004 and when Sierra reached the age of
majority, the Mother had sole legal and physical custody, and the
Father had parenting time with her for one weekend each month,
for six hours a day on a Saturday and Sunday, which was supervised
for the first year after the divorce.
In anticipation of Sierra’s 18th birthday, the Father filed a Petition to
Modify Visitation in the Superior Court, and soon after, the Mother
filed a Petition for Appointment of a Guardian and/or Conservator
in the Cobb County Probate Court. Ms. Chan stated that before
Sierra had turned 18, the parties had agreed to have the Father’s
last 3 visits with her before her 18th birthday to be supervised,
and then to move the case from the Superior Court to the Probate
Court where they would request for a Guardian to be appointed
for Sierra. Ms. Chan further explained that when a disabled child
is about to turn 18 years old, a Guardianship application may be
filed 6 months before that birthday, to avoid any gap in their care.
Ms. Chan clarified that in Guardianship cases, the “parties” to the
case include the proposed ward, who is a disabled child/adult who
gets an attorney appointed for them, and the Petitioner who is the
proposed guardian. Since the Father was not initially trying to be
Sierra’s guardian, he could not be a main party to the Probate Court
action. Rather, he could only enter the case as an Intervenor.
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After Sierra’s 18th birthday, the Father intervened in the probate
court case, seeking to continue and expand the visitation he had
from the divorce to include overnights and a week long visit during
the summer, and for the Mother to have to notify him of Sierra’s
medical issues, or in the alternative, for him to be able to serve as
a Co-Guardian for Sierra. The Mother, in her capacity as Guardian,
then tried to cut off the Father’s access to Sierra, and moved to
dismiss the Father’s motion, alleging that the Probate Court lacked
the authority to “force” Sierra to visit with him. The trial court denied
the Mother’s motion to dismiss the Father’s petition, and instead
granted the Father supervised visitation with slightly extended
hours from his prior visitation schedule, but no overnights. Finding
no objection by the Mother to the Father being informed of Sierra’s
medical status, the Probate Court further ordered the parties to
confer on major issues concerning Sierra, consistent with their
divorce decree. The Mother appealed, arguing that the Probate
Court did not have the authority to impose a visitation schedule
on an adult ward, that the order impeded her duties as Sierra’s
guardian, and that the ruling was not in Sierra’s best interest.
Under Georgia Code §§ 29-4 and -5, with regard to a
conservatorship, Ms. Chan stated that a Ward has the right to
speak freely to whomever they want without the control of the
Guardian. See O.C.G.A. § 29-4-20(a)(4). She further noted that
the goal of the Probate Court in these cases is to foster as much
independence for the Ward as possible, rather than to control them
and who has access to them. However, in Sierra’s case, the Guardian
seemed to feel in control and alleged it was in Sierra’s best interest
for restrictions to be imposed against the Father having access to
Sierra. If the Father was not named as a co-guardian, then Ms. Chan
explained that he essentially had no rights to Sierra at all without
help from the Probate Court to award rights to him.
As Ms. Chan explained, Guardians are required to act in their Ward’s
best interest, and Probate Courts have broad jurisdiction over their
Guardians and Wards. See O.C.G.A. §§ 29-4-20, 29-4-22(a). After
three years of the Father’s visits with Sierra being supervised
and battling with the Mother as her Guardian, the Probate Court
ultimately wound up removing the Mother as Sierra’s Guardian.
See O.C.G.A. §§29-4-22, 29-4-23, and 29-4-41(a) and (c). Ms. Chan
discussed how difficult it is to terminate a parent’s rights, even
if they are acting contrary to the child/Ward’s best interests. In
Sierra’s case, the Probate Court has recently indicated that DHS
would be appointed unless the parents could agree on a new
Guardian for Sierra.
Jerry A. Landers, Jr., Esq. joined Ms. Chan in her presentation
regarding the Probate Court proceedings and process. Mr.
Landers opened his own firm in Marietta in 2008, specializing in
wills, probate and estate administration, adult guardianships and
conservatorships and related litigation. Prior to that, he had been
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partner in other law firms including Barnes & Browning , and Green,
Johnson & Landers, LLP. He earned his undergraduate degree from
the University of Georgia, and his law degree from Emory University
School of Law.
Mr. Landers’ presentation included a discussion of interstate
Guardianship matters, and how Article 6 applied to Probate Courts
and the qualification of Probate Court Judges. He explained that
the Civil Practice Act applies in Article 6 Probate Courts as much
as it does in Superior Court. He notes, as examples, that Paulding
County and Douglas County are not Article 6 courts. Mr. Landers
further cautioned of the risks of attorneys who “dabble” in probate
court matters, who may run into problems when not doing that
type of work consistently. Touching on Ms. Chan’s presentation
regarding the Wertzer case, Mr. Landers also discussed how neither
a Probate Court nor a Superior Court has the authority to order
a Ward to visit with anyone. However, that does not negate their
authority to grant people rights to access to a Ward who is willing to
see them. He discussed a case involving a Ward named Lydia, who
was found to have loved her family but did not want to visit with
them any more, and the court could not make her see them.
Ms. Chan then resumed her presentation about how attorney’s
fees were also a major issue in “Wertzer II”, as Sierra had limited
assets but was a beneficiary of a trust. She explained that the
Probate Court may appoint a Guardian ad Litem to protect the
Ward’s interest and/or speak for the Ward. Both a Guardian and an
Intervenor for Sierra had asked for relief for attorney’s fees, nd both
were ordered to share the costs of the Guardian ad Litem. However,
she explained, that the money in the special needs trust was not
actually Sierra’s money, but rather she was just a beneficiary who
did not have her own assets. The court ultimately allocated payment
of the Guardian ad Litem’s fees 3 ways between the Guardian
(Mother), the Intervenor (Father), and Sierra, and that is currently
still up on appeal. Ms. Chan further noted that as a general rule, for
an initial guardianship, when a petition is first file, if granted, then
the Ward is responsible for fees if they have the funds, but if they
do not, then the county may pay for it. After the initial petition is
filed, the Petition is generally responsible for court and Guardian
ad Litem fees. Conservatorships, she explained, often arise in these
situations as a way of stopping parties from trying to manipulate
wards for monetary interests.
Ms. Chan concluded by explaining how some of our family
law clients with children with special needs may anticipate
guardianships in the future, but cannot include that in divorce
agreements. She continued that the presumption is that every
adult has capacity unless or until the Probate Court says otherwise,
so a divorce agreement predicting a “plenary” guardianship has not
bearing in Probate Court actions, and would be a mere contractual
obligation at best. In closing, Mr. Landers noted that any time an
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attorney goes to Probate Court for any reason, it is always wise to
bring a check.
A brief question and answer period followed and the
meeting adjourned.

Traci A. Weiss is a partner with Warner, Bates,
McGough, McGinnis & Portnoy. Traci also serves as
a Guardian ad Litem, including on the Cobb County
and Atlanta Volunteer Lawyers Foundation’s GAL
lists. In addition, Traci is an active member of the
Charles Longstreet Weltner Family Law Inn of
Court, and the General and Family Law sections
of the Cobb County, Atlanta and DeKalb County
Bar Associations. Traci earned her B.A. from Binghamton University
(S.U.N.Y.), and her J.D. from Emory University School of Law. She
has been honored with an “AV Preeminent Attorney” rating through
Martindale-Hubbell (since 2012), and recognized as a Georgia Super
Lawyers “Rising Star” six times. Together with her husband, Traci is also
a proud mother to a young son, daughter and stepson.

Case Law Update
By Victor P. Valmus, Esq.

Attorney’s Fees/Declaratory Judgement
Belcher v Belcher, A18A0362 (June 6, 2018)
This is a second appeal of the Attorney’s Fees Award pursuant to
O.C.G.A. §9-15-14 which was vacated and remanded to the Trial
Court. The Appellant, husband, was required to pay $500 per
month in alimony until the wife’s death or remarriage. In December
2013, the husband stopped making alimony payments because he
was uncertain about the health status of the wife. Wife’s attorney
contacted husband assuring him that she was alive and to resume
the payments. However, the husband refused to pay the overdue
funds and resume the alimony payments until he was provided
adequate proof of her current health status. The husband filed a
subsequent petition for Declaratory Judgment seeking that the
wife verify her health status. Wife filed an answer and Motion to
Dismiss. After the wife appeared in court, the Trial Court dismissed
the Declaratory Judgment for failure to state a claim. The court
entered an order awarding the wife $2,500 in attorney’s fees under
both the Declaratory Judgment statute, O.C.G.A. § 9-4-9, and §
9-15-14. The Supreme Court reversed the award under O.C.G.A.
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§9-4-9 and remanded the award under § 9-15-14 for express
findings of the abusive conduct. On remand, the trial court entered
a new order granting the wife’s motion awarding $2,500 and
attorney’s fees under O.C.G.A. § 9-15-14 without identifying
the applicable subsection.
Husband appeals and the Court of Appeals affirms the
attorney’s fees award but remands for further proceedings.
An award under O.C.G.A. §9-15-14 must specify either subsection
(a) or (b) and the court must make express findings of facts and
conclusions of law of the conduct authorizing the award. However,
if the trial court’s language substantially tracks the wording of
O.C.G.A. §9-15-14(a) or (b), the trial court’s failure to specify a
subsection does not constitute reversible error. Here, the court
tracked the language of section (a) in that there was a complete
absence of any justiciable Issue of law of fact. The husband
argues the trial court erred because the Declaratory Judgment
action presented a justiciable issue of law and fact. A Declaratory
Judgment Action is one which simply declares the rights of the
parties or expresses an opinion of the court on a question of law
without ordering anything to be done. The action is therefore
distinguished from other actions in that it does not seek execution
or performance from the opposing party. Declaratory Judgment
is an appropriate means of ascertaining one’s rights and duties
under a contract. Here, husband sought verification through a
Declaratory Judgment of the wife’s health status. The record shows
that the husband did not appeal the trial court’s order dismissing
his petition for failing to show he was entitled to relief. The trial
court found that the Final Judgement and Decree was clear and
unambiguous as to the requirements of alimony payments and
husband, without exercising due diligence unilaterally and without
the authority of the trial court, determined that the wife was no
longer entitled to receive alimony payments based upon his
arbitrary terms. Therefore, husband was not entitled to any of the
information requested in the Declaratory Judgement petition and
the husband’s actions caused the wife to retain counsel and incur
fees, costs and expenses.
The husband also argues the trial court erred in awarding a lump
sum attorney’s fee. The record showed the wife requested $3,880
in attorney’s fees but the court awarded her $2,500. Even though
the trial courts awarded $2,500 in attorney’s fees may have been
reasonable, in cases involving O.C.G.A. §9-15-14(a), the trial court
must limit the fee award to those fees incurred because of the
sanctionable conduct. Lump sum or unapportion attorney’s fees
award are not permitted in Georgia. The trial court must show
the complex decision-making process necessary in reaching a
particular dollar figure and articulate why the amount awarded was
$2,500 as opposed to any other amount.
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UCCJEA/Child Support Arreage
Weiss v Grant, A18A0002 (June 12, 2018)
In 2011, the parties were divorced in Paulding County. The 2
minor children and mother were residents of South Carolina. The
final order awarded Weiss (mother) primary physical custody and
awarded Grant (father) one week of visitation per month. Shortly
afterward, father failed to return the children to the mother and
moved them to different homes, concealing their locations from
the mother. In 2012, South Carolina entered a Custody Order
finding the father had fled with the children, that they were still
missing, and granted sole custody of the children to the mother
and suspending the father’s visitation. In October, 2012, the father
and children were found in Alabama. The father was arrested on
the South Carolina warrants and the children were returned to
the mother. The father pled guilty to the misdemeanor charge of
Interference with Custody.
In 2015, the father filed a complaint in Paulding County for
Modification of the South Carolina order which awarded sole
custody to the mother and had suspended his visitation. The
mother filed an Answer, Counterclaim for Contempt and a Motion
to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction. The court denied the Motion
to Dismiss finding it did have jurisdiction. Over a year later, the
court held that there were no issues that would prevent the father
from having a full relationship with the children. In 2017, the trial
court entered a Final Order modifying the South Carolina Order
and found that there was a significant change of condition. The
court found the father in Contempt for non-payment of previously
ordered child support with arrearages in the amount of $27,270.
The court ordered the father to pay $100 per month until such time
as the entire support arrearage was paid off. The court granted joint
legal custody with the mother having Primary Physical Custody and
awarded the father visitation rights.
The wife appealed and the Court of Appeals affirmed in part
and reversed in part.
The mother appealed, among other things, that the trial court
lacked jurisdiction to modify the South Carolina custody order. The
trial court expressly found in its 2017 Final Order, that the father
had lived in Georgia since 2012 and that at the time the action
was filed, the mother and the children were residents of Paulding
County and Georgia was the home state of the children. The trial
court found that at the time the law suit was filed, and up until the
time of the trial, Georgia was and has remained the home state of
the children. The mother argues on appeal that no determination
was ever made that Georgia was the home state of the children at
the time the Complaint was filed, but the record showed the trial
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court made that determination multiple times. Therefore, neither
the children nor any parent no longer resides in South Carolina, and
Georgia was the home state of the children at the time the action
was filed.
The mother also appealed that the provisions for the father to
repay the child support arrearage of $27,270 at the rate of $100
per month as erroneous because, at that rate, it would take over 18
years to pay the entire amount. The trial court’s Order required the
father to pay only $100 per month. In a portion of the decision that
is physical precedent only, the Court of Appeals reversed, holding
that this amount improperly limited the mother’s ability to collect
the child support due by postponing the payment of much of the
child support until after the children reach the age of 18.

Attorney’s Lien
Edward N. Davis, P.C. v Watson, A18A0087 (June 6, 2018)
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but argues that O.C.G. A§ 15-19-14 allows him to assert a lien in the
Interpleader action and his lien is superior to every other lien except
for a tax lien. In order to render the lien of an attorney binding
upon a bona fide purchaser, it is incumbent upon the attorney to
file his claim of lien but such a filing is not essential to the validity
of a lien as between the attorney and his client or between him
and other creditors of the client. However, this rule is limited to the
client’s existing creditors at the time the property is recovered and
has no application to future creditors. Therefore, only a properly
filed attorney’s lien binds all persons including future lien holders
and purchasers for value including bona fide purchasers. Because
Davis did not file the attorney’s lien within 30 days of the date he
recovered property for the husband, his lien does not bind future
lien holders including the wife and Fuji who became creditors after
the husband recovered the property.

UCCJEA
Gorelik v Gorelik, A18A0707 (June 26, 2018)

A Final Divorce Decree awarded Robert Cartwright (husband) a
warehouse building and a 1966 Ford Mustang and ordered that
he pay $200,000 in attorney’s fees and $150,217 in contempt
arrearages to Mindy Cartwright (wife). Warner Bates represented
the wife and Edward Davis represented the husband. On June
11, 2014, Warner Bates filed with Taylor County an attorney’s lien
in the amount of $200,000 against the warehouse and the wife
recorded the deed on July 24, 2014. During the divorce action, in
a separate lawsuit, on July 21, 2014, a jury found against husband
in the amount of $9,667,149, and on August 6, 2014, the plaintiff in
that suit, Fuji, filed a Writ of Fieri Facies in Taylor County for the full
amount of the judgment. The wife, Warner Bates and Fuji disputed
the priority of their respective claims against the husband, but
Fuji agreed to waive any rights to husband’s real property and
the wife and Warner Bates waived any right to husband’s personal
property. In July, 2016 at the request of Fuji, the Taylor County
Sheriff’s Office conducted the sale of the property. After the seizure
of the property, Davis contacted Fuji’s counsel on July 7, 2016 and
asserted an attorney’s lien in the unspecified amount against the
property. The Sheriff filed a petition for Interpleader and paid the
funds into the registry of the court. Several parties filed Answers
claiming priority. The court granted Summary Judgement in favor
of Fuji and the wife and denied Summary Judgement to Davis.
Davis appeals and the Court of Appeals affirms.
Attorney’s liens are governed by O.C.G.A. §15-19-14. Attorneys
at law shall have a lien for their fees on the property recovered
superior to all liens except liens for taxes. Davis admits he never
recorded or filed an attorney’s lien in any amount in Taylor County,
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The parties were married in Turkey in 2009. The mother was raised
in Turkey and possess a green card to live in the U.S. The husband
is a naturalized U.S. citizen. In February, 2013, their son was born in
Turkey. Then the family moved to Austria. In May, 2015, the family
moved to New York and in May, 2016, the family moved to Georgia.
The parties signed a one-year lease; however, the mother never
obtained a Georgia license or registered to vote to Georgia and
did not enroll the child in school in Georgia. After having lived in
Georgia for 22 days, on June 12th, the mother and child traveled
to Turkey. The mother filed for a divorce and custody in Turkey and,
on August 15, 2016, the Turkish court awarded her custody. It is
not clear whether the father received proper notice. Afterwards,
the father filed for Divorce in Georgia and the trial court awarded
the father custody in an Emergency Order. Afterwards, the mother
moved to Dismiss the Order for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.
After a hearing, the court denied the Motion finding that the
child had no home state and no other state had jurisdiction and
that the parties demonstrated their intent to make Georgia their
home. The trial court noted there was no evidence to establish
how the Turkish court had reached its decision and the trial
court declined to consider whether the child had a significant
connection with Turkey.
The wife appeals and the Court of Appeals reverses.
On appeal, the mother raises several related errors and, among
other things, that the trial court lacked jurisdiction. UCCJEA is
heavily dependent on the question of the child’s home state and,
as the court correctly found, neither Turkey nor Georgia would
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be the home state. Next, the court turns to other jurisdictional
considerations of the UCCJEA when there is no home state which
the child or the child’s parents or the child and at least one parent
or a person acting as a parent has a significant connection with this
state other than mere physical presence and substantial evidence
is available in this state concerning the child’s care, protection,
training and personal relationships. However, a court of this state
may not exercise its jurisdiction if at the time of the commencement
of the proceeding, a proceeding concerning the custody of the
child has been commenced in the court of another state having
jurisdiction substantially and in conformity with the UCCJEA. The
court considers Jurisdiction in a foreign nation in the same matter
as if it were a sister state.
Because the Turkish case was commenced prior to the Georgia
action, Turkey’s custody determination must be enforced if it was
made under factual circumstances and substantially in conformity
with the jurisdictional standard of the UCCJEA. Here, the court erred
when it concluded there was no evidence that, when awarding
custody to the mother, there was not a substantial conformity with
the UCCJEA. Even though the Turkish court does not expressly state
the basis for its assertion of jurisdiction, it was demonstrated that
the child was born in Turkey, the child has lived in Turkey longer
than in any other place, the mother was raised in Turkey; and so
it is apparently clear that the child and the child’s parent have a
significant connection with Turkey. The child and the mother’s
connection is definitely a stronger connection than with Georgia.
There is also substantial evidence in Turkey concerning the child’s
care, protection, training and personal relationships that predates
the 2016 trip to Turkey. Judge Miller dissents.

Victor Valmus was a partner at Moore, Ingram,
Johnson & Steele for 8 years before leaving in
February, 2017 to start his own practice consisting
of a primary focus on domestic relation matters.
Vic graduated from Kennesaw State University,
sum cum laude, in 1998 with a degree in Political
Science, and graduated from the University of
Georgia School of Law, cum laude, in 2001. He
currently is an instructor at Kennesaw State University teaching Civil
Litigation.Editor’s Comments
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Editor’s Comments
We are pleased to reintroduce the Cobb County Family Law
Quarterly after an eighteen (18) month hiatus. Thank you to our
officers, Section Chair Jeremy Abernathy, Secretary Traci Weiss,
and Treasurer Melanie Brubaker for their continued support of
this informative publication. Also, congratulations to our outgoing
Section Chair, Vic Valmus, who did an incredible job leading us over
the last year. We truly believe this newsletter sets our section apart
and continues to connect the bench and bar to current trends and
topics affecting the family law and Cobb County community at
large. Our section sponsors, who are identified herein, allow us to
continue our work with this publication, so a big thank you goes
out to all of them. If anyone is interested in submitting an article,
please email me at kburney@ksfamilylaw.com.
Karine P. Burney is a partner with Kessler &
Solomiany, LLC, where she exclusively practices
family law. Karine received her B.A. from the
University of Michigan in 2002, and her J.D. from
Loyola University – Chicago School of Law in
2005. Karine has been recognized as a Georgia
Super Lawyers, Rising Star, since 2013 and is a
member at large of the Executive Committee of the Family Law Section
of the State Bar of Georgia. Additionally, Karine is an active member
of the Charles Longstreet Weltner Family Law Inn of Court and is the
current Vice-Chair of the Cobb County Family Law Section.

The opinions expressed within the Cobb Family Law Quarterly
are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the Cobb County Bar Association, the Family Law
Section, the Section’s executive committee or the editors of the
Cobb Family Law Quarterly.
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